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Age-related changes in Pu deduced from EXAFS data

with a new super-resolution fast Fourier transform

G. Zweig and B. Wohlberg

Theory Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

In order to study the effects of aging on plutonium, a new nonpara,metric super-resolution
method of Foun”er analysis is used to transform X-ray absorption j%e-structure data of aged
and newly-processed plutonium. This method of Fourier analysis, called LIFT, creates a

sparse expansion of an underlying sum of complex ezponentials by minimizing the 11norm of
the expansion coefficients. Each complex exponential in the sum corresponds to the position
of an atom in the crystal. LIFT increases inter-atomic spatial resolution by a factor of 64
over that delivered by a windowed Fourier transform. The anomalous site in newly-processed
plutonium observed by Conradson [2] using a windowed Fourier transform is also observed
with LIFT, but with greatly improved resolution, and at a larger site separation. The newly-
processed plutonium is a slightly modified form of d-plutonium. The anomalous site is not
present in aged plutonium. This site appears to disappears as plutonium ages. However, to
establish changes in plutonium crystal structure with age, repeated EXAFS measurements
must be made on the same sample as it ages. (U)

Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)

An understanding of how the atomic structure of plutonium changes while aging may be
helpful in establishing the functionality and safety of stockpiled nuclear weapons. The fine
structure observed in the energy dependence of the total absorption cross section of X-rays
in plutonium can be used to determine the relative distances between neighboring atoms in
plutonium, since the fine structure reflects the interference of electrons directly ionized by
the X-rays with those undergoing additional scattering off neighboring atoms after initial
ionization.

The X-ray absorption interference term I(k) at photon momentum k is a sum of contri-
butions coming from the ionized electron scattering off all possible crystal sites s,

J% (~) -2(r./A(k)+U:kZ) ei[2kr.+OS(k)1 ,
(1)I(k) = x we

site9 s

where, AS(k) and @$(k) are the scattering amplitude and phase of the outgoing electron
scattering off the sth site at dist ante rs from the point of ionization, A(k) is the electron
mean free path, and o: is the Debye-Wailer factor resulting from phonon motion. Multiple
electron scattering has been ignored. The magnitude of the electron mean free path ~(k)
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restricts the number of important scattering sites to those in the neighborhood of the ionized
atom.

The ultimate goal of our EXAFS analysis is to determine the inter-site distances r, at
different times from a sequence of experimental measurements of l(k) on a single sample of
plutonium to see how the crystal structure changes with age. Here we present two sets of
inter-site distances determined from two samples of plutonium, one old, the other new.

Theory provides estimates of all quantities except the inter-site distances. Determining
these distances using a parametric fit to l(k) is nontrivial because the distances enter in a
highly nonlinear fashion, and the number of significant distances is not known. Therefore
a nonparametric fitting procedure is preferred, at least initially. If necessary, the resulting
values for the number of sites and their separation distances can then be used as initial values
in a parametric fit to f(k).

An examination of Equation 1 reveals that the interference term 1(Ic) consists of a sum
of complex exponential ea2kr$,with weights (coefficients) that depend on k. If those weights
depended only on their corresponding sites, and not on k, then estimates of the “frequencies”
2r$ could be obtained by Fourier transforming l(k) and finding the position of the peaks
in the resulting spectrum. However, since the weights are k-dependent, it is customary to
remove most of their k dependence by dividing l(k) by the k dependence of the weight of
the leading (smallest r,) term in the sum, and Fourier transforming the resulting expression.
To increase’ resolution the data are windowed before they are transformed.

Despite windowing, the spatial resolution with which the inter-site distances can be
determined is poor. High resolution is important for:

● Accurate material structure determination and the identification of sites that have a

low probability of being occupied,

● Small sample size,

● Short data acquisition time per sample.

In order to substantially increase resolution, we have developed a super-resolution fast
Fourier transform for complex signals that is based on the work of Chen and Donoho for real
signals [1]. The extension to complex signals is described elsewhere [4]. Here we just outline
the approach and apply it to plutonium and copper EXAFS data.

Super-resolution fast Fourier transforms by /l-norm minimization

Suppose that we want to represent the sampled values y[n] of a real signal y as a linear
combination of expansion functions & [n], with expansion coefficients ak,

K–1

~[~]=~ako~[~], ~=()) 1,2, ---,1-1.

k=O

Assume that there are more expansion functions than points defining the signal, i.e.,
K > N. Then the coefficients a~ are not uniquely determined. Fix them with the requirement
that the sum of the magnitudes of the coefficients is minimized, i.e.,

K– 1

minimize ~ la~l.
k=O
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In matrix form, find a vector a with components ak so that IIal II is minimized, subject
to the constraint that @a = y, where –co < ak < cm, and @.~ = @,k[n] is the nth sample of

the kth expansion function.
This minimization leads to a sparse representation of y, i.e., the number of coefficients

ak that are large will be much smaller than the number obtained from conventional 12-norm
minimization.

In linear programming, the problem is to find a nonnegative vector x with components
xk so that /1x1]1 is minimized, subject to the constraint that MX = Y, where O < Xk < m,

and M and y are known.
To map the sparse representation problem into a linear programming problem, define two

nonnegative vectors a+ and a’–, with the same dimension as a, whose nonzero components
are the magnitudes of the positive and negative components of a. Then,

a=a+– a., a+, a- 20.

Define a nonnegative vector x whose components are the stacked components of a+ and a_,

()a+
x= , X>o.

a_

Define a matrix M whose single row consists of the matrices @ and –@,

M = (@ –0)

The effect of adding the columns of –@ to the columns of@ t.o form M is to double the set
of expansion functions by augmenting each function in the origimd set with its negative.

The sparse representation problem can then be written in the linear programming form:

minimize \Ixl I1,

subject to Mx = y and x >0.

The linear programming algorithm guarantees that large components of a+ correspond

to very small components of a–, and vice versa.
Wohlberg and Zweig have extended this idea to complex signals and applied it to the

case where the expansion functions are complex exponential whose frequencies are equally
spaced, thereby creating a computationally efficient algorithm for a nonparametric sparse
super-resolution fast Fourier transform [4]. The algorithm is called LIFT (11 Fourier trans-
form). The application of LIFT to copper and plutonium EXAFS data follows.

Analysis of copper and plutonium EXAFS data

Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts of l(k) normalized by dividing by the k
dependence of the weight of the leading term in the sum for l(k). The data are provided
by Richard Silver who used the FEFF code to obtain the scattering amplitudes and phases.
The material is copper.

For copper and plutonium all scattering amplitudes As(k) and phases ~,(k) are site-
independent beyond k > 3 -+ 5 ~–1. Multiple scattering contributions are small for r~ <
4.5 -+ 6 &
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Figure 1: The real and imaginary parts of the copper EXAFS data whose Fourier transform
and whose LIFT are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 compares the amplitude of the windowed FFT and the LIFT amplitude com-
puted from the copper EXAFS data shown in Figure 1. The five largest peaks in the LIFT
amplitude correspond to the positions of copper atoms in a face-centered cubic lattice. The
site 5.1 ~ is split into two sites separated by about 0.1 ~. Analysis of additional data is
required to confirm the validity of this split 5.1 .4 peak. The other smaller peaks are pre-
sumably due to noise in the data, or noise introduced by the analysis process. Note the
increase in spatial resolution provided by LIFT, and the absence of the large spurious peak
at about 0.6 ~ that appears in the windowed FFT.

Figure 3 compares the windowed FFT amplitude and the LIFT amplitude of newly-
processed plutonium EXAFS data. The top panel shows the same two curves as the bottom
panel, but with an expanded ordinate. The spatial resolution provided by LIFT is 64 times
higher than that of the windowed FFT. Ail peaks in the LIFT amplitude, except for the peak
at 3.9 & correspond to the positions of atoms in &plutonium (face-centered cubic lattice).
Evidence for an extra (anomalous) site in newly-processed plutonium has been reported
by Conradson using a windowed FFT [2]. His extra peak was located at 3.7 & but with
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Figure 2: The amplitude of the windowed FFT (dashed line) and the LIFT amplitude (solid
line) of the copper EXAFS data shown in Figure 1. The 5 largest peaks correspond to site
positions of copper atoms in a face-centered cubic lattice. LIFT increases spatial resolution
and removes the spurious peak at 0.6 ~ predicted by the windowed FFT. Unexpectedly,
LIFT predicts that the site at 5.1 ~ is split, i.e., that sometimes a copper atom will occupy
the site at 5.1 & but sometimes one at 5.0 ~.

poorer spatial resolution, Although the difference between 3.9 and 3.7.1 in site-position is
numerically small, theoretical models that try to explain the existence of this extra peak are
very sensitive to its exact location [3]. Therefore an accurate experimental determination of
this site-position is important.

The widths of the peaks reflect small differences in the k dependence of the weights
multiplying the complex exponential ei2kT’ “m the sum representing l(k) (see Equation 1).
When the interference term l(k) is divided by the k dependence of the weight of the first ex-
ponential (the one with the smallest r,), the resulting weights for the remaining exponential
are not entirely independent of k. The remaining k dependence of each weight shows up as
a broadening of the corresponding transform peak. Since the exponential with the smallest
r, is the only exponential with a k-independent weight after division, the first peak in the
transform is expected to be the narrowest, and it is. Essentially one point defines the first
peak! Another peak can be narrowed, at the expense of widening the first one, by dividing
I(k) by the k dependence of the weight of the exponential corresponding to that peak, and
then transforming with LIFT.

Figure 4 compares the LIFT amplitudes of aged plutonium, and newly-processed plu-
tonium, EXAFS data. The site at 3.9 ~ in newly-processed plutonium is not present in
the aged plutonium. Evidently newly-processed plutonium is a slightly modified form of
&plutonium. This modification appears to disappears as plutonium ages.
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Figure 3: The windowed FFT amplitude (dashed line) and LIFT amplitude (solid line) of
newly-processed plutonium EXAFS data. The top panel expands the ordinate of the lower
panel. The peaks correspond to the positions of plutonium atoms. A face-centered cubic
lattice structure predicts all the peaks observed, except for the peak at 3.9 ~. LIFT increases
spatial resolution by a factor of 64.

Summary

● LIFT, a new computationally efficient nonparametric method of sparse super-resolution
Fourier analysis, can be used to analyze EXAFS data. LIFT increases inter-atomic
position resolution by a factor of 64 for plutonium.

● Better resolution means

—

—

More accurate material structure,

Smaller sample size,

Less data acquisition time per sample.
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Figure 4: Top panel: The position distribution of aged (old) plutonium atoms. Bottom panel:
The position distribution of newly-processed plutonium atoms. Note the absence of the 3.9
~ peak in the aged plutonium. The quality of the aged plutonium data is significantly poorer
than that of the newly-processed plutonium data, accounting for much of the difference in
appearance of the curves in the two panels.

●

The anomalous site in newly-processed plutonium observed by Conradson [2] is also

observed with LIFT, but with greatly improved resolution, and at a larger distance
of 3.9 & The newly-processed plutonium is a slightly modified form of &plutonium.
The anomalous site is not present in aged plutonium. This modification appears to
disappear as plutonium ages. However, to show changes in crystal structure with age,
repeated EXAFS measurements must be made on the same sample as it ages.

LIFT can determine inter-site distances in compounds as well as in elements.
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